




A SMALL BIRD FROM
THE HIMALAYAS

WHICH MIGRATES TO
THE NILGIRIS

EVERY YEAR IN SEARCH OF
A BETTER PLACE TO BEFINCH





The bird song
Do you have space and time to listen to bird song. The song of a bird has long been associated with unfettered freedom and joyous rapture. The 
song of a bird is symbolic of the power of nature to soothe one, otherwise trapped in the endless whirlwind of life, in a maze of noise and exploding 
human development. And now the song of the bird calls out to you.



Coimbatore to finch - 82 km
banglore to  finch - 300 km
ooty  to  finch  -  36 km
Coonooor  to  finch - 29 km
kotagiri to finch - 10 km
finch to kodanad view Point - 8 km
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Welcome to Nature
We	often	fi	nd	ourselves	seeking	space.	Like	the	fi	nch,	we	too	seek	a	better	place...	a	better	space...	The	space	to	be	ourselves	and	get	in	touch	with	
our	natural	instincts	and	emotions.	The	space	to	think	and	let	our	mind	wander...	The	space	to	stand	still	and	drink	in	the	beauty	and	serenity	of	
the natural world. Finch is Spaces built in tune with Nature, located at an altitude of 6500 feet above sea level and surrounded by a clutch of lush 
forests and 35 acres of tea estates. Villas especially designed for your comfort... Designs that allow the mind to wander beyond the constraints of 
four walls. In a world that is chastic, cherotic where time is a premium and one’s life is caught up in a whirl of activity, space matter !  and solitude.

35 ACrEs tEA EstAtE surroundEd by trEEs



Actual view from site



Welcome Home
So	just	head	to	the	Kodanad	in	the	Nilgiris.	Like	the	fi	nch	that	migrates	here	every	year.	Pick	from	a	two	bedroom	or	three	bedroom	villa	and	indulge	
the	senses...	Listen	to	the	gurgling	of	a	stream	that	winds	its	way	past	your	home,	or	just	stop	and	listen	to	the	song	of	the	bird.	Perhaps	you	are	
looking	for	an	investment	or	a	holiday	home	that	will	have	something	for	every	member	of	your	family.	Are	you	looking	for	a	chance	to	get	away	
from crowded cities and immerse yourself in a cocoon of luxury, or are you hoping to get in touch with nature and the elements, or is your quest for 
a	slice	of	heaven	and	a	chance	to	wake	up	to	bird	songs?







Actual view from site



Eco house at Kodanad
An ‘eco house’ is an environmentally low - impact house designed and built using materials and technology that reduces its carbon footprint and 
lowers energy needs. It involves recycling and reusing the end products in a manner that is harmonious with the eco system. Hence these homes 
are	designed	to	obtain	optimum	natural	balance,	 in	order	to	give	back	to	Nature	rather	than	to	take	away	or	destroy,	and	these	measures	are	
maintained in this project right from the design and construction stage to living and habitat stage. It is an invitation to more holistic living - reducing, 
re-using, re-cycling - at every stage in sync with Nature.





Eco - Friendly Design Ideas

Design Based On Environment 

Eco-construction	and	eco-living	has	to	be	both	holistic	and	sustainable.	Basic	amenities	like	electric	power,	water	supply	and	disposal	of	wastes	are	
key	elements	in	this	framework.	The	fl	ow	of	water	throughout	the	channels	of	the	site	are	pointed	towards	the	central	pond	area	of	the	site.	The	
use of solar panels for electricity and water heating purposes are installed, in order to tap into Nature’s bountiful, replenishable energy sources.

Villas and Club Houses are strategically placed along the existing vegetation of the site, along the natural contours of the site in order to minimize 
excavation and uprooting of existing trees and plants.
Villas and Club Houses are strategically placed along the existing vegetation of the site, along the natural contours of the site in order to minimize 



Actual Picture of Entrance



Organic Construction Ideas
The villas, club house and all the other service facilities of this project are designed and constructed choosing indigenous, organic material rammed 
earth	mud	walls,	rough	stone	walls,	exposed	brick	walls	and	other	natural	materials	are	used	to	rough	and	earthy	aesthetic	for	the	construction	of	
the rammed earth mud walls and the stone walls, the materials are obtained from the existing site.

Sustainable Development
Sustainable development is conscientious development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs.



Actual Picture



Space the Ultimate Luxury
A development that gives over 93% to nature... and 7% to the homes that will pamper and restore your body & soul. Here in a little slice of heaven 
you	 can	be,	what	 you	want	 to	be	and	 take	 things	as	 they	 come.	An	 ideal	 getaway	and	an	opportunity	 to	 reconnect	with	 the	elements...	 Villas	
surrounded	by	rich	fl	ora	and	fauna	that	allow	you	to	feel	at	one	with	Nature	without	compromising	on	either	comfort	or	safety.

93% nature - 7 % shelter





Actual view from Club House



Welcome to Finch
•	 Club	carts	for	those	need	it
•	 A	lounge	to	sit	down	in	peace	and	tranquillity	to	read	a	book	or	share	a	few	thoughts	with	a	friend
•	 A	multi-cuisine	restaurant	to	cater	to	every	taste
•	 A	Wi-fi	Zone	to	connect	when	you	choose	to.
•	 A	conference	hall	if	work	beckons.
•	 A	staggered	golf	course	to	tee	off.
•	 An	amphi	theatre	for	an	evening	of	music	perhaps
•	 Or	simply	walk	and	drink	in	the	crisp	mountain	air	and	listen	to	bird	songs.
•	 When	the	weather	is	too	cold	or	if	it	is	raining	catch	a	game	of	shuttle	in	a	large	indoor	shuttle	court	and	multipurpose	hall
•	 Or	team	up	with	friends	and	fellow	visitors	for	an	exciting	game	of	cricket	in	the	mini	cricket	ground.
•	 A	cycle	shop	where	you	can	rent	a	cycle	and	go	out	on	your	own	to	explore	this	part	of	paradise.
•	 A	heated	swimming	pool	for	you	to	relax

Club CArts  |  loungE  |  Wifi  ZonE  |  ConfErEnCE HAll  |  AmPHi tHEAtrE  |  indoor sHuttlE Court Pool 

tAblE  |  CriCkEt nEts  |  sWimming Pool



Artistic impression of the Entrance



Welcome  to Privilege
Villas that envelop you in the lap of luxury while seamlessly blending into the natural surrounding habitat. Improve your handicap as you play on the 
staggered golf course with shaded fairway and luscious greens. Hone your body at the state of the art gym and recapture the vigour that life has 
sapped	from	you.	Special,	exclusive,	bespoke	-	villas	that	excude	charm	and	sophistication.	At	once,	aesthetically	superior	yet	practically	functional.	
Bond with Nature, Stylishly, Naturally...  a Curio shop to add to your collections and a Convenio for your basic needs.

gym  |  stAggErEd golf  |  sPA  |  CHildrEn sAnd Pit  |  Curio sHoP  |  ConvEnio



Actual Pictures





Artistic impression of the Club House



Actual Picture



A Lake to gaze upon . . .

Though	the	lake	occupies	the	lowest	point	on	the	site,	it	truly	forms	the	heart	of	the	project,	in	more	ways	than	one.	Apart	from	adding	beautiful	
aesthetic	value,	it	contributes	ecologically.	All	the	ground	water	collected	around	the	site	feeds	into	the	lake	in	gentle	streams	fl	owing	unobtrusively	
along pathways and roads.

The	lake	is	fl	anked	by	a	refl	exology	pathway,	for	those	who	are	looking	for	an	invigorating	early	morning	walk.	The	Villas	surrounding	the	lake	are	
rewarded with spectacular water front views and the hills beyond.



Actual Pictures



Two - Bedroom Villas
The	central	area	of	the	2	bedroom	villas	is	also	treated	with	the	same	kind	of	roofed	from	along	with	a	pitched	roof	at	the	flooring	level	for	the	
protection	of	the	lower	ground	floor.	The	central	area	is	provided	with	a	double	height,	narrow	space	which	connects	to	an	single	floored	master	
bedroom	which	overlooks	the	valley	of	the	site.	The	same	wooden	louvres	are	provided	for	the	free	flow	of	light	and	air	for	the	interior	spaces.

The higher ground on the site is reserved for the 2 bedroom villas, since these units are designed to accomodate the natural on site. Due to these 
split	 levels,	the	inner	spaces	will	have	a	mezzanine	floor.	The	landscaping	follows	the	contour	of	the	site	and	this	will	blend	into	the	units	along	
with the existing landscaped areas. Thus the villas will be placed within the naturally landscaped areas and the newly proposed landscaped areas, 
creating a sense of harmony and continuity on the site.





Artistic impression of the villa





Three - Bedroom Villas
The contemporary forms of the villa roofs are treated with vernacular material, in order to merge with the land and the context thus responding 
to the immediate surroundings. Similarly, all the spaces in villa are designed to overview the existing surrounding landscape thus providing natural 
sunlight and ventilation to the units. The overhanging roofs along with the louvres are designed to provide both light and shade to the spaces while 
aesthetically enhancing the units. And these modules uniformly are repeated on the site to maintain aesthetic, uniformity and to provide a unique 
character to the site.

The	placement	of	each	villas	in	the	site	follows	the	natural	contour	of	the	land.	Hence	the	3	bedroom	villas	are	placed	along	two	different	levels	on	
the site, creating split level spaces inside the villa units. The external facade of the villas are treated with a singular characteristic type of material 
which are rough and earthy in nature, rammed earth walls, rubble stones masonry, wooden framed louvres, large glass panels, rough cut paved 
stones and earthy Mangalore tiles which are merged with the green landscape all around the villa units.





Artistic impression of the villa





Material Specifications
 Foundations R.C.C. Column footing and Random rubble masonry

 Walls	 Rammed	earth	wall	/	Compressed	earth	blocks.	Random	rubble	stone	walls	and	glass	walls	(partly)

 Doors and Windows	 UPVC	/	Wooden	shutter	windows	and	Flushed	shutter	doors	with	veneer	fi	nishing

 Kitchen	 Black	granite	kitchen	platform	with	SS	sink	and	drain	board.	Wall	dado	surface	over	the	Kitchen	counter.	
Provision	for	water	fi	lter	point.

 Plumbing	and	Sanitary	 Sanitary	fi	xtures	and	CP	fi	ttings.	EWC	with	matching	fl	ush	tanks,	Counter	mounted	wash	basins	in	Master	
bedroom	tailets.	CP	concealed	stop	cock	in	individual	toilets	for	master	control.	Sanitary	ware	of	
Hindware	/	Parryware	make,	Provision	for	ceiling	suspended	geyser.

 Water suppy and Drainage system	 Decentralised	overhead	tanks	and	Individual	septic	tank	and	soak	or	choke	pit

 TV Telephone and Electricals	 Points	in	Living	room	and	Master	bedroom	and	Heating	Points	at	every	rooms.

 Back-up	Generator	 Provision	for	the	Invertor	points

 Amenities Cobbled stone roads for a natural feel and aesthetic, Storm water chennels on either sides of the road. 
Naturally landscaped mounds on either sides of the road for an environment-friendly, Naturally formed 
water	body	with	private	island	and	walkways	around	it.	Luxurious	Club	House	with	dining	and	lounge	
areas.	In	house	internal	Badminton	court	with	table	tennis	tables.	Open	deck	areas	with	pools	and	
beverage areas along with exterior dining and recreational areas.

Master Plan
The overall layout is deliberately structured and planned to avoid straight roads. Due to this, visitors can enjoy a series of spectacular views as they 
travel up or down curved roads. Besides the curving roads, a channel of water is built on the either sides with the natural mound, that seperates the 
roads	and	the	plots.	Since	the	pond	is	the	lowest	point	of	the	site,	the	channels	naturally	drain	the	water	to	the	lake	only	to	be	pumped	back	again	
thus ensuring that the water is thereby recycled and re-used.

lAndsCAPing  |  WAtEr body  |  Wind EnErgy  |  solAr lAmPs





L Block  Area Details

20' WIDE ROAD (2 + 4 WHEELERS)

Total AreaSite No Cent Sqft(in Sqft)

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

L10

L11

L12

11381

11368

13592

11010

10546

11945

10926

9702

9556

9584

12295

20561

26

26

31

25

24

27

25

22

21

22

28

47

55

42

88

120

92

184

36

119

408

1

98

87

9581

9155 07

K Block  Area Details

K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
K8
K9

K10

Total AreaSite No Cent Sqft(in Sqft)

9448
15207
10203
11248
15311
10636
10080
9512
9547
9833

21
34
23
25
35
24
23
21
21
22

300
397
184
358
65

182
61

364
399
250





Disclaimer : Whilst reasonable care has been taken in preparing the brochure and 
constructing the model and the sales gallery show flat (“the materials”), the developer 
and its agents shall not be held responsible for any inaccuracies in their contents or 
between the materials and the actual unit, All statements, literature and descriptions in 
the materials are not to be regarded as a statement or representations of the fact. Visual 
representation such as layout plans, finishes, illustrations, pictures, photograph and 
drawings contained in the materials are artists impression only and not representation 
of fact. Such materials are for general guidance only and should not be relied upon as 
accurately describing any specific matter. All information, specification, plans and visual 
representations contained in the materials are subject to changes from time to time by 
the developer and/or the competent authorities and shall not form part of the offer or 
contract. No part of the materials shall constitute a representation or warranty. The floor 
plans are approximate measurements and subject to final survey.

Finch Team



A PROJECT BY

ECO FARMS PROPERTIES DEVELOPERS
No.61,Sir Shanmugam Road

R S Puram,Coimbatore - 641 002
Email: ecofarms11@yahoo. i n

Tel: 0422 2556444
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